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DUSTING REGULAR MOPPING

How often your wood flooring has to be mopped depends 
on the demands placed on it. For private households, once 
a week is normally enough, for restaurants and other high 
traffic areas, you should mop floors daily.

CARE AND CLEANING

Dust-Mop Spray-MopWash and CareCleaning Kit for Floors Cleaning Kit for Floors

An oiled wooden floor repels dirt. Unlike many other  
types of flooring, it does not develop an electrostatic 
charge and does not offer breeding grounds for microbes 
and allergens. Dust, lint or animal hair can be removed 
with a vacuum cleaner or broom. Cleaning is even easier 
with the Osmo Cleaning Kit for Floors. The green Dust-
Mop was especially developed for dry mopping. 

 > Fast, quiet and energy-saving: cleaning with the 
Dust-Mop. 

 > Osmo Cleaning Kit for Floors contains a basic mop 
head with connector for the Osmo System Telescop-
ic Handle, a Dust-Mop, a Micro-Mop Plush and an 
Active Fibre Cloth.

With one touch: Osmo Spray-Mop has a cartridge filled 
with the cleaner Spray-Fix. 

 > Ideal for the fast, occasional spot cleaning of flooring. 
 > For damp mopping with the Osmo Cleaning Kit for 

Floors, use the white Micro-Mop Plush. 
 > A dash of Osmo Wash and Care in mop water removes 

everyday dirt and grime exceptionally. Thanks to its 
natural oils, it prevents the floor from drying out. Avoid 
the use of aggressive all-purpose cleaners. 

 > NOTE: only use a damp mop – not wet! If required dry 
afterwards.
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INTENSIVE CLEANING AND 
REFRESHING

MAINTAINING AND RE-OILING

Sometimes life can leave marks, even on optimally main-
tained wooden flooring. No problem. That is why for an 
oiled wooden floor, the protective surface can be renewed 
at any time, without needing to sand the old finish. This is a 
huge advantage over lacquered wooden surfaces.

> Clean floors thoroughly beforehand. 
> Manual application: apply an extremely thin layer of 

Osmo Polyx®-Oil with the Floor Brush or with the Osmo 
Microfibre Roller. 

> Machine application: Osmo FloorXcenter for intensive 
cleaning and for applying Polyx®-Oils.

> Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner cleans and regenerates in 
one step. Also available as a spray.

> Osmo Maintenance Oil regenerates without forming a 
layer, special for commercial and public interiors.

> For white oiled floors: Liquid Wax Cleaner or Maintenan-
ce Oil in White Transparent.

> For larger areas, we recommend the floor cleaning 
machine FloorXcenter.

From time to time, your wooden flooring needs refreshing. 
For private households, generally this is first necessary after 
some months. Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner is ideal for such 
applications. The protective oil-wax layer is regenerated and 
your floor retains its special shine. For high traffic areas in 
restaurants and retail shops, Osmo Maintenance Oil should 
be used. It was especially developed for these areas. Reg-
ular refreshing could make sense here. Cleaning intervals 
depend on the amount of use.

HERE’S HOW

Liquid Wax 
Cleaner

FloorXcenter FloorXcenterPolyx®-Oil Original Floor Brush with 
handle

Maintenance 
Oil

Liquid Wax 
Cleaner Spray

Cleaning Kit for Floors Floor Roller Set
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TIPS AND TRICKS 

CHANGING THE GLOSS LEVEL

With Liquid Wax Cleaner, you can change the gloss 
level of your flooring. If through the course of years 
flooring becomes duller, you can polish the top layer 
with Liquid Wax Cleaner. Alternatively, you can also 
give a high gloss flooring a less sensitive satin-gloss 
finish.

CONSTRUCTIONAL WOOD PROTECTION

It is absolutely necessary to set up large areas with 
floor mats and area rugs to trap moisture, dirt and 
salt carried in on shoes. To protect the floor surface 
against scratches and dents, place felt pads under 
the tables, chairs and furniture. Under office chairs 
with castor wheels, it is essential to use a plastic mat. 
Only this way can fine wood be efficiently protected 
against damages.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

MAINTENANCE KIT FOR FLOORS
The Maintenance Kit for Floors contains 1 litre Wash and Care, 
0.4 litre Liquid Wax Cleaner Spray, 3 applicator cloths and com-
prehensive care instructions for your wooden flooring.

CLEANING KIT FOR FLOORS
For the maintenance and care of wood, synthetic, tiled and nat-
ural stone floors. Contains basic mop head plate with connector 
for Osmo System Telescopic Handle, Dust-Mop, Micro Mop 
Plush and Active Fibre Cloth. 

SPRAY-MOP
With this innovative cleaning system, the cleaner Spray-Fix is spray-
ed from a refillable cartridge on the handle directly onto the wood 
floor. With machine-washable Active Fibre Mop.


